Background {#S0001}
==========

Placebo treatment appears to be commonplace.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0008] A 2009 systematic review of placebo use in 12 countries found that 17% to 80% of general medicine practitioners used pure placebos (interventions with no pharmacologically active ingredients) and 54% to 57% impure placebos (interventions pharmacologically inert for the condition they are prescribed for but not otherwise) at least once in their career.[@CIT0007] Further, a deception checklist to help doctors decide when deception is morally acceptable has been published,[@CIT0009] a placebome to examine genetic correlates of placebo response has been proposed,[@CIT0010] and placebo smartphone apps have been developed (several are available at Google Play).

Placebo treatment is used for various reasons, including complying with patient/family expectations, satisfying their demands, and avoiding confrontation;[@CIT0011] exercising kindness and compassion, avoiding risk of addiction, managing clinical uncertainty, benefiting the carer, and feeling able to do something;[@CIT0012] and taking advantage of the placebo effect in reducing suffering. The placebo effect,[@CIT0013] not to be confused with non-specific passive changes and statistical artefacts, such as natural course of the condition and regression to the mean, respectively,[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015] is associated with both pharmacologically active and placebo interventions. It works by manipulating expectations, consciously, through personal experience, observational learning, obtaining information, and/or unconsciously through classical conditioning. It may alter patient perceptions of symptoms and/or the physiological systems modulated by pharmacologically active agents.[@CIT0016] Interestingly, the placebo effect has been shown to interact with the effect of pharmacologically active agents.[@CIT0017]--[@CIT0019] In fact, due to demonstrated effectiveness, the conceptual soundness of the term "placebo" has been challenged.[@CIT0020]

Placebo treatment usually involves some degree of deception and thus conflicts with the ethical principle of respect to person (right to autonomy, right to be treated with dignity, the "right to know"). In addition, placebo treatment may erode patients' trust in their physicians[@CIT0011],[@CIT0021] and the medical profession as a whole, is not compatible with the shared decision-making model of clinical practice,[@CIT0022] may increase the probability of deceiving again and/or in other situations, may have a nocebo effect (the effect of negative expectations), which has similar effect size to the placebo effect,[@CIT0023] may encourage over medicalization of minor illnesses, and has monetary cost.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0012] Further, the adverse effects of placebo treatment may extend to other patients (such as when antibiotics use for viral infections spreads antibiotics resistance) and to community at large (cost of placebo treatment, cost of trust loss).

Deception is not a single construct. It can be divided into outright lying and non-lying deception and it may or may not be followed by full disclosure. In non-lying deception, A causes B to be misled, not necessarily through communicating with B or through using a believed-false statement; whereas in outright lying, A informs B a believed-false statement.[@CIT0024] However, both are scalar phenomena, allowing for a number of intermediate states.[@CIT0025]

Ethicists have debated whether outright lying and non-lying deception can be justified in placebo treatment and whether there is a moral difference between the two acts.[@CIT0024],[@CIT0026]--[@CIT0029] Does patients' trust in physicians mean to provide all relevant information or to do the best for their health? Are physicians bound by the same constraints as everyone else, or is deception morally justified by the therapeutic privilege?[@CIT0030] Is disclosing that placebos are pharmacologically inert incidental information (akin to disclosing the biochemical ingredients of pharmacologically active drugs) that does not increase informedness and, thus, shouldn't influence patients' decisions?[@CIT0020],[@CIT0031]

Although not mentioned in the Hippocratic Oath, fundamental to most medical associations' ethics is that a physician should not deceive their patients.[@CIT0009] There are few studies that explored patients and lay people attitudes to placebo treatment.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0032]--[@CIT0034] Placebo treatment was acceptable, especially with deception rather than outright lying and when there is a serious or persistent condition,[@CIT0021],[@CIT0032] with the intent to benefit the patient and when there is no alternative treatment,[@CIT0034] and with benefit certainty and transparency.[@CIT0033] Further, contrary to theoretical analysis, patients appear to accept a paternalistic approach more than physicians,[@CIT0021],[@CIT0035] who also believe that it is ethically permissible to prescribe placebos.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0008] These studies have not explored the thinking process underlying the ethical acceptance or unacceptance of placebo treatment. Further, they used independent rating of options followed by averaging-analysis, which may obscure individual differences. Q-methodology has the advantage of unmasking thinking patterns by statistically grouping like-minded people based on their sorting of a selection of opinion statements.[@CIT0036]--[@CIT0039] It involves construction of an appropriate concourse of opinion statements, selection of statements to form a Q-set, respondents' sorting of the Q-set along a continuum, by-person factor analysis, and factors' interpretation".

The main aim of this study was to explore lay people ethical attitudes toward the acceptability of treating conditions that have no or inadequate therapy, by physician-prescribed placebos. Specifically, using averaging-analysis and Q-methodology, we explored how lay people balance the ethical principles of respect for autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice[@CIT0040]--[@CIT0042] and how other ethical approaches, such as familism,[@CIT0043] communitarianism,[@CIT0044] and virtue[@CIT0045] shape their attitude.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

This exploratory cross-sectional study is part of a series of studies designed to model lay people's ethical decision-making on controversial medical issues. It was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles contained in the Declaration of Helsinki after approval of the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of the King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Center (KFSH&RC); all respondents provided written informed consent.

Instrument Development And Validation {#S0002-S2001}
-------------------------------------

The study instrument was developed by the authors and was subjected to two cycles of pilot testing, validation, and revision. First, a Q-concourse was constructed based on reviewing the literature and logically structured into the following major ethical domains: consequentialism (including ethics of care/familism and common good), justice, rights, and virtue. Second, a representative set of statements (Q-set) was chosen with the aim of maximizing comprehensiveness and balance and minimizing redundancy. Third, pilot testing identified statements that were uninformative (having especially small variance), unclear, or leading. It also evaluated the Q-set, through focused probing in an interview session following Q-sorting, asking sorters to assume certain extreme points of view before sorting, studying correlation of statements scores among individuals who assumed the same extreme point of view, and test--re-test assessment (with intervening Q-sorting while assuming extreme points of view and with random re-numbering of statements). Intra-person correlation of statements' scores was consistently more than 0.77.

The final Q-set is presented in [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set statements. It is composed of 42 opinion statements divided into four major parts: 1) Consequentialism: a) to patient (four statements covering harm and graded benefit), b) to family (three statements covering graded benefit), and c) to other patients/common good (six statements covering graded benefit and harm to other patients). 2) Justice: a) distributive (one statement, which can also be classified under consequences to other patients), and b) cost bearing (six statements). 3) Rights: a) informed consent/deception (seven statements covering various degrees of deception), and b) vulnerability (six statements covering various vulnerable groups). 4) Virtue: a) motives (nine statements covering various physicians' motives). The statements were assigned random numbers and presented to respondents on separate cards along with a set of instructions and sorting sheet ([[Supplementary File 2]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Instructions and sorting sheet). The sorting sheet had nine categories (from 1 = strongly disagree to 9 = strongly disagree) with a symmetrically distributed number of slots: categories 1 and 9, three slots each, categories 2 and 8, four slots each, categories 3 and 7, five slots each, and categories 4, 5, and 6, six slots each.

Instrument Administration {#S0002-S2002}
-------------------------

The instrument was self-administered. Respondents' instructions included the following information: For the purpose of this study, we define placebos as interventions that do not have ingredients known to be pharmacologically active for the condition being treated. These include pure and the so-called impure placebos. Pure placebos are interventions, such as sugar pills, that have no pharmacologically active ingredients. Impure placebos are interventions, such as prescribing antibiotics for viral infections, that have pharmacologically active ingredients for certain conditions, but are prescribed for unrelated conditions. Placebo treatment has been shown in numerous studies to be active and produce a specific placebo effect. It works through modulating patient's expectations, consciously and subconsciously. Patients experience a placebo effect because they expect that they will benefit from the treatment. We exclude from the placebo effect changes in patient status that would occur regardless of any intervention (such as the spontaneous cure of influenza) as well as changes due to other aspects of the doctor--patient relationship. We stipulate that the effect of placebo would be strongest if the patient believed it is pharmacologically active. We further stipulate that placebos are prescribed by the physician for conditions that have no or inadequate therapy. Thus, we are interested in studying the ethical acceptance of placebo treatment in the absence of, or in addition to, standard therapy rather than instead of it. We are interested in the ethical acceptability of prescribing placebos rather than what the physician should do (the morally best course of action) or what you prefer for yourself or your family/friend.

Respondents were instructed to rank the Q-set statements and then comment on their extreme choices. Completeness of sorting (ie, each statement is sorted, and only once) was checked by study coordinators and respondents were asked to self-correct any identified mistakes in copying statements' numbers onto the sorting sheet before leaving the study site. The following data were also collected: sex, age, degree of general education, place of general education, ethics education (formal, informal), nationality, major religious affiliation, occupation (healthcare, non-healthcare), and time spent in Q-sorting.

Sample Size And Sampling {#S0002-S2003}
------------------------

Consistent with Q-methodology exploratory nature, sample size was based on convenience and practicality. Respondents were recruited by advertising throughout the KFSH&RC and other public places. Adults with at least high school education who were able to understand the purpose and procedures of the study were eligible.

Analysis {#S0002-S2004}
--------

We used PCQ for Windows (PCQ Software, Portland, OR, USA) to conduct Q-methodology analysis. Analysis was performed separately for men's and women's Q-sorts, due in part to the 120 Q-sorts limit of the program. Extracted factors were subjected to graphical rotation. The program used definer Q-sorts (Q-sorts with significant (*p*\<0.01) loading of ≥0.40 on a factor) to create a model Q-sort for each factor (represents how a hypothesized respondent with 100% loading on the factor would have ordered the 42 statements). We interpreted the factors (ethical attitude models) based on identifying the seven most agreeable and seven most disagreeable statements for each factor, respondents' post-sorting comments, and comparison of statement scores across factors; taking into account the entire factor. On averaging-analysis, statements were considered "neutral" if their mean ranking score was ≥4 and ≤6. For Q-methodology, the statements were considered strongly agreed with if they were assigned a score of 9 or 8, and strongly disagreed with if they were assigned a score of 1 or 2. In order to explore the association between attitude models and respondents' demographics and because of the relatively small number of definer Q-sorts, respondents who loaded significantly (or more significantly, if compounded) on one of the identified factors were considered as one group. The groups were compared using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Fisher Exact test. Finally, independent *t*-test was used to compare individual statements' mean ranking scores; *p*˂0.01 was considered significant. Two-tailed *p*-value and 95% confidence interval are reported. Statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS Statistics version 21 software.

Results {#S0003}
=======

The mean (SD) age of the 187 respondents was 34.6 (10.6) years and the mean sorting time was 28.2 (10.2) minutes. Fifty-four percent were women. Almost all respondents were Muslims or Christians, and most had their general education in Saudi Arabia or the Philippines, to a large degree, reflecting the institution's visitors/employees ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Demographics of study respondentsMen (n=86)Women (n=101)**Age-mean (SD), years**32.8 (9.9)36.2 (10.9)**General education, no. (%)**High school26 (31)9 (9)Bachelor degree46 (54)73 (72)Master degree11 (13)12 (12)MD or PhD2 (2)7 (7)**Place of general education, no. (%)**Saudi Arabia35 (42)38 (38)Philippines26 (31)19 (19)Others\*23 (27)43 (43)**Ethics education, no. (%)**Formal23 (27)34 (34)Informal49 (57)45 (45)Not answered14 (16)22 (22)**Nationality, no. (%)**Saudi Arabian27 (31)22 (22)Philippino27 (31)23 (23)Others\*\*32 (37)54 (55)**Religious affiliation, no. (%)**Islam64 (74)63 (64)Christianity22 (26)36 (36)**Profession/occupation, no. (%)**Healthcare-related21 (25)53 (56)Non-healthcare-related64 (75)42 (44)**Sorting time, mean (SD), min**27.5 (9.1)28.8 (11.0)[^1]

Averaging-Analysis {#S0003-S2001}
------------------

Respondents force-ranked 42 placebo treatment-related, opinion, statements (full length statements along with abbreviated statements are available in [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set Statements) on a 9-point scale (1=strongly disagree, 9=strongly agree) following a systematic distribution ([[Supplementary File 2]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Instructions and Sorting Sheet).

Mean (SD) scores of the 42 statements are shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Nine statements were assigned a mean ranking score of ˃6, with mean (SD) scores ranging from 7.9 (1.9) to 6.1 (2.1). The three most agreeable statements were, in descending order, "2. Acceptable if benefit to patient large", "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient", and "31. Acceptable if no harm to patient". Seven statements were assigned a mean ranking score of \<4, with mean (SD) scores ranging from 3.0 (2.1) to 3.9 (1.8). The two most disagreeable statements were, in ascending order, "15. Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent" and "36. Acceptable with large harm to other patients". The data show the overall primacy of beneficence/non-maleficence and motives.Figure 1Forced-ranking scores of 42 placebo treatment-related opinion statements, arranged according to mean assigned ranks. Bars and error bars represent the mean and SD of ranking scores on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 9 (strongly agree). For a full description of the statements, see [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set Statements.

[Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} groups the 42 statements according to the most relevant underlying ethical principle. It shows that the perceived importance of the various moral interests is graded and somewhat overlapping.Figure 2Forced-ranking scores of 42 placebo treatment-related opinion statements, arranged according to the most relevant underlying ethical approach. Bars and error bars represent the mean and SD of ranking scores on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 9 (strongly agree). For a full description of the statements, see [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-Set statements.

Mean ranking scores of some statements were significantly associated with respondents' demographics. Healthcare respondents assigned a higher rank to "40. Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient" (6.8 (1.7) vs 5.9 (1.9) in non-healthcare respondents, mean (95% confidence interval) difference=0.9 (0.4--1.4), *p*=0.001). Further, respondents who reported formal ethics education assigned a lower rank to "35. Giving no description is acceptable" (3.9 (2.4) vs 4.9 (2.4) by their counterparts, mean difference=−1.1 (−1.9 to −0.3), *p*=0.009).

Furthermore, compared to Christians, Muslims assigned a higher rank to "35. Giving no description is acceptable" (5.1 (2.5) vs 3.6 (2.2), mean difference=1.5 (0.8--2.3), *p*\<0.001), "9. Acceptable with small benefit to patient" (5.6 (2.0) vs 4.7 (2.2), mean difference=1.0 (0.3--1.6), *p*=0.003), and "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" (7.6 (1.8) vs 6.7 (2.2), mean difference=0.9 (0.3--1.5), *p*=0.005); and a lower rank to "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug" (5.0 (2.5) vs 6.0 (2.3), mean difference=−1.0 (−1.8 to −0.3), *p*=0.009), "39. Acceptable with physician intent to please patient caring relative" (3.9 (1.9) vs 4.9 (2.0), mean difference=−0.9 (−1.5 to −0.3), *p*=0.003), and "20. Acceptable with moderate harm to other patients " (3.6 (1.8) vs 4.4 (1.8), mean difference=−0.9 (−1.4 to −0.3), *p*=0.004).

There was a significant association (*p*˂0.001) between place of general education (Saudi Arabia vs the Philippines) and religious affiliation (Muslims vs Christians). Therefore, the differences in ranking scores of statements 35, 9, 26, 19, 39, and 20 between respondents who had their general education in Saudi Arabia vs the Philippines were in the same direction as Muslims vs Christians, and most were also significant (statements 9, 26, 39, and 20). In addition, respondents who had general education in Saudi Arabia (vs the Philippines) assigned a higher rank to "16. Acceptable with large benefit to other patients" (6.6 (2.1) vs 5.3 (2.2), mean difference=1.3 (0.5--2.1), *p*=0.002) and a lower rank to "3. Acceptable if harm to other patients small" (4.2 (1.8) vs 5.2 (2.1), mean difference=−1.0 (−1.7 to −0.3), *p*=0.009). The differences in ranking these two statements between Muslims and Christians were in the same direction and of borderline significance (*p*=0.03 and *p*=0.02).

Q-Methodology Analysis {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------

Using the 101 women Q-sorts and the 86 men Q-sorts, we extracted six factors (centroids) for women and six for men. Extracting a higher number did not importantly improve the percent variance explained and complicated factor interpretation. The extracted factors were subjected to graphical rotation in order to reduce confounding (loading significantly on more than one model) and negative loading.

### Ethical Attitude Models In Women {#S0003-S2002-S3001}

The six-factor solution accounted for 47% of the total variance and 62 (61%) of the Q-sorts. Twenty Q-sorts did not have significant loading on any of the factors (models) and 19 were confounded. Correlation of the scores of the 42 statements between the six models ranged from 0.11 (models C and E) to 0.54 (models D and F). Model A had six defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 4.9, and explained 5% of the variance. Model B had nine defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 8.3, and explained 8% of the variance. Model C had seven defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 5.5, and explained 5% of the variance. Model D had 22 defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 15.5, and explained 15% of the variance. Model E had nine defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 5.6, and explained 6% of the variance. Finally, model F had nine defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 7.6, and explained 8% of the variance.

The six program-generated model Q-sorts (the program assigns an idealized score for each of the 42 statements to represent how a hypothesized respondent with 100% loading on a factor would have ordered the statements) are presented in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. There were three consensus statements, "2. Acceptable if benefit to patient large" (ranked 9 in all models), "12. Acceptable if patient covers cost" (ranked 3--4), and "31. Acceptable if no harm to patient" (ranked 8--9). There was one differentiating statement, "35. Giving no description is acceptable" (ranked 4, 2, 2, 5, 1, and 9 in models A--F, respectively). [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the idealized statement scores for the six models along with mean statements' score for the entire women cohort, with the statements grouped according to the most relevant underlying ethical principle.Table 2Factor scores for six placebo-treatment, ethical attitude models in womenNo.StatementAttitude modelABCDEF1nAcceptable with moderate benefit to other patients4647652Acceptable if benefit to patient large\*9999993nAcceptable if harm to other patients small4464324nAcceptable with adult patient8576665nAcceptable with physician intent to prove patient wrong2475776nAcceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient2133777nAcceptable with small benefit to other patients2625758nAcceptable with delayed disclosure without early description6387269nAcceptable with small benefit to patient36378610nAcceptable to describe as drug that may help75488711Acceptable with economically disadvantaged patient64623312nAcceptable if patient covers cost\*44434313nAcceptable if informed State covers cost87765614nAcceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure63984715Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent13111316Acceptable with large benefit to other patients76386517nAcceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure41773118nAcceptable if uninformed State covers cost54255219nAcceptable to describe as inactive drug26847820Acceptable with moderate harm to other patients63623121nAcceptable with physician intent to benefit other patients45372222Acceptable with uneducated patient62432323nAcceptable to describe as active drug82148324Acceptable with child patient61327425nAcceptable with physician intent to please patient35854826Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient98996927nAcceptable with educated patient77668428nAcceptable if informed insurance covers cost57464429nAcceptable with physician intent to benefit patient caring relative58654530nAcceptable with small benefit to caring relative37533531Acceptable if no harm to patient\*99899832Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative13115433nAcceptable if available to similar patients85565634nAcceptable with moderate benefit to caring relative38546435nGiving no description is acceptable\*\*42251936Acceptable with large harm to other patients52414137nAcceptable with not economically disadvantaged patient76546438nAcceptable if physician covers cost37545539nAcceptable with physician intent to please patient caring relative15621640Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient58589841nAcceptable if uninformed insurance covers cost54232242nAcceptable with large benefit to caring relative797657[^2] Figure 3Placebo treatment-related ethical attitude models in women. Data represent mean or program-generated idealized ranking scores on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 9 (strongly agree) of 42 placebo treatment-related statements, arranged according to the most relevant underlying ethical approach. (**A**) Models A (gray triangle, "relatively justice and motives-concerned") and B (light brown circle, "relatively family and deception-concerned"). (**B**) Models C (dark blue square, "relatively outright lying-concerned") and D (dark brown circle, "relatively common good-concerned"). (**C**) Models E (green diamond, "relatively patient benefit and vulnerability-concerned") and F (red circle, "relatively outright lying and common good-concerned"). For reference, mean scores for the entire women cohort are represented by the light blue plus symbol in **A**, **B**, and **C**. For a description of the resolution models see the text. For a full description of the statements, see [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set statements.

None of the models was mono-principled. As indicated above, all six models assigned rank 9 to "2. Acceptable if benefit to patient large" and ranks 8 or 9 to "31. Acceptable if no harm to patient" indicating a strong consequentialist orientation that emphasized the patient's (rather than other parties) beneficence and non-maleficence. However, varying the degree of benefits and harms revealed that the strength of this orientation is different among the models. Ranking of "40. Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient" ranged from 9 (model E) to 5 (models A and C) and ranking of "9. Acceptable with small benefit to patient" ranged from 8 (model E) to 3 (models A and C). Interestingly, "42. Acceptable with large benefit to caring relative" was among the seven most agreeable statements only for model B and "16. Aceptable with large benefit to other patients" was among the most agreeable statements only for model D, suggesting different scope of application of the beneficence principle among the models. On the other hand, five models (all except model E) strongly agreed with "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" and all models strongly disagreed or disagreed with "15. Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent", indicating an overall importance of motives, and a virtue orientation in addition to the strong consequentialist perspective.

Women model A was unique in strongly agreeing with "33. Acceptable if available to similar patients" and "13. Acceptable if informed State covers cost", indicating a distributive justice inclination. On the other hand, it was unique in strongly disagreeing with "5. Acceptable with physician intent to prove patient wrong" and it strongly disagreed with "6. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient". We interpreted this as virtue (rather than rights) orientation because the statements are about intent and because model A was also unique in strongly disagreeing with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug", and it strongly agreed with "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug" (both statements were justified in post-sorting comments based on effectiveness). Relative to other models, it can be classified as "relatively justice and motives-concerned".

Women model B was unique in strongly agreeing with "42. Acceptable with large benefit to caring relative" (ranked 9), "34. Acceptable with moderate benefit to caring relative", and "29. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit caring relative". It also assigned relatively more weight to small benefit to caring relatives ([Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, it strongly disagreed with "6. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient", "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure", "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug", and "35. Giving no description is acceptable". It can be classified as "relatively family and deception-concerned".

Women model C was unique in strongly agreeing with "8. Acceptable with delayed disclosure without early description". It also strongly agreed with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug" and "14. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure", but strongly disagreed with "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug". It gave relatively less weight to benefiting other patients ([Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). It can be classified as "relatively outright lying-concerned".

Women model D was unique in strongly agreeing with "16. Acceptable with large benefit to other patients" and in strongly disagreeing with "11. Acceptable with economically disadvantaged patient". It also strongly disagreed with "20. Acceptable with moderate harm to other patients" and gave relatively more weight to benefiting other patients ([Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). It can be classified as "relatively common good-concerned".

Women model E was unique in strongly agreeing with "9. Acceptable with small benefit to patient". It was also unique in strongly disagreeing with "8. Acceptable with delayed disclosure without early description". Further, it strongly disagreed with "35. Giving no description is acceptable" and strongly agreed with "10. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help" and "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug". The last four statements were justified in post-sorting comments based on effectiveness. Furthermore, it also strongly disagreed with "39. Acceptable with physician intent to please patient caring relative" and "21. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit other patients", suggesting strong prominence of patient benefits. On the other hand, model E was unique in strongly agreeing with "27. Acceptable with educated patient" and it strongly disagreed with "22. Acceptable with uneducated patient". It can be classified as "relatively patient benefit and vulnerability-concerned".

Finally, women model F was unique in strongly agreeing with "35. Giving no description is acceptable" (a differentiating statement for this model). It strongly agreed with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug", strongly disagreed with "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure", and disagreed with "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug", indicating outright lying (rather than deception) concern. On the other hand, it was unique in strongly disagreeing with "3. Acceptable if harm to other patients small", and it gave relatively more weight to harm to other patients in general ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). It can be classified as "relatively outright lying and common good-concerned". Compared to model D, the concern of model F in regard to the common good was restricted to the negative impact of placebo treatment.

### Ethical Attitude Models In Men {#S0003-S2002-S3002}

The six-factor solution accounted for 45% of the total variance and 57 (66%) of the Q-sorts. Twenty two Q-sorts did not have significant loading on any of the factors and seven were confounded. Correlation of the scores of the 42 statements between the six factors ranged from 0.10 (factors A and F and factors B and D) to 0.60 (factors B and C). Ethical resolution model A had 11 defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 5.9, and explained 7% of the variance. Model B had 16 defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 9.9, and explained 12% of the variance. Model C had 15 defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 8.7, and explained 10% of the variance. Model D had four defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 3.4, and explained 4% of the variance. Model E had seven defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 5.9, and explained 7% of the variance. Finally, model F had four defining Q-sorts, an eigenvalue of 4.0, and explained 5% of the variance.

The six program-generated model Q-sorts are presented in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}. There was one consensus statement, "2. Acceptable if benefit to patient large" (ranked 9 in all models). There were two differentiating statements, "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug that may help with delayed disclosure" (ranked 1, 5, 8, 5, 8, 6 in models A--F, respectively) and "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" (ranked 9, 8, 9, 3, 9, and 7 in models A--F, respectively). [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the idealized statement scores for the six models along with mean statements' score for the entire male cohort, with the statements grouped according to the most relevant underlying ethical principle.Table 3Factor scores for six, placebo-treatment, ethical attitude models in menNo.StatementAttitude modelABCDEF1nAcceptable with moderate benefit to other patients6878652Acceptable if benefit to patient large\*9999993nAcceptable if harm to other patients small7224274nAcceptable with adult patient6567655nAcceptable with physician intent to prove patient wrong5439566nAcceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient2318987nAcceptable with small benefit to other patients2771338nAcceptable with delayed disclosure without early description3557779nAcceptable with small benefit to patient17734610nAcceptable to describe as drug that may help74827911Acceptable with economically disadvantaged patient43462312nAcceptable if patient covers cost24525513nAcceptable if informed State covers cost66664414nAcceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure46678815Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent41111416Acceptable with large benefit to other patients88866517nAcceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure\*\*15858618nAcceptable if uninformed State covers cost42333319nAcceptable to describe as inactive drug78315420Acceptable with moderate harm to other patients51141721nAcceptable with physician intent to benefit other patients76525222Acceptable with uneducated patient33684123nAcceptable to describe as active drug62893824Acceptable with child patient13446625nAcceptable with physician intent to please patient66486526Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient\*\*98939727nAcceptable with educated patient84665228nAcceptable if informed insurance covers cost66764429nAcceptable with physician intent to benefit patient caring relative55352430nAcceptable with small benefit to caring relative35432131Acceptable if no harm to patient99978932Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative54246133nAcceptable if available to similar patients86657634nAcceptable with moderate benefit to caring relative77545235nGiving no description is acceptable32447536Acceptable with large harm to other patients41251637nAcceptable with not economically disadvantaged patient24454338nAcceptable if physician covers cost57524239nAcceptable with physician intent to please patient caring relative45263740Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient59778841nAcceptable if uninformed insurance covers cost33533342nAcceptable with large benefit to caring relative873574[^3] Figure 4Placebo treatment-related ethical attitude models in men. Data represent mean or program-generated idealized ranking scores on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 9 (strongly agree) of 42 placebo treatment-related statements, arranged according to the most relevant underlying ethical approach. (**A**) Models A (gray triangle, "relatively utility and vulnerability-concerned") and B (light brown circle, "relatively deception-concerned"). (**B**) Models C (dark blue square, "relatively motives-concerned") and D (dark brown circle, "relatively pure consequentialist") (**C**) Models E (green diamond, "relatively conditionally patient-centered and outright lying-concerned") and F (red circle, "relatively patient benefit-concerned"). For reference, mean scores for the entire men cohort are represented by the light blue plus symbol in **A**, **B**, and **C**. For a description of the resolution models see the text. For a ull description of the statements, see [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set statements.

Similar to women's models, all six models assigned a rank of 9 to "2. Acceptable if benefit to patient large" and all but one assigned a rank of 8--9 to "31. Acceptable if no harm to patient". Similarly, ranking of "40. Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient" ranged from 9 (model B) to 5 (model A) and ranking of "9. Acceptable with small benefit to patient" ranged from 7 (models B and C) to 1 (model A), again indicating an overall consequentialist orientation of varying strength among the models. Further, "42. Acceptable with large benefit to caring relative" was among the seven most agreeable statements for model A, but was disagreeable to models C and F, and "16. Acceptable with large benefit to other patients" was among the most agreeable statements only for models A, B, and C; again suggesting a different scope of application of the beneficence principle. Of note, only four male models strongly agreed with "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" and only four male models strongly disagreed with "15. Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent".

Men model A was unique in strongly agreeing with "42. Acceptable with large benefit to caring relative" and "33. Acceptable if available to similar patients". It also strongly agreed with "16. Acceptable with large benefit to other patients". Further, it was unique in strongly disagreeing with "9. Acceptable with small benefit to patient" and it strongly disagreed with "7. Acceptable with small benefit to other patients", indicating a strong utilitarian view (the greatest benefit to the greatest number). In the same vein, it was unique in strongly disagreeing with "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure" (differentiating statement for this model). The justifications given in post-sorting comments included, "the placebo would lose its benefit" and "physicians would lose their patients' trust". Consistently, this model assigned similarly weak positive ranking to "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug" and "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug" and similarly weak negative ranking to "8. Acceptable with delayed disclosure without early description" and "14. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed exposure". On the other hand, it was unique in strongly agreeing with "27. Acceptable with educated patient" (it weakly disagreed with "22. Acceptable with uneducated patient") and in strongly disagreeing with "24. Acceptable with child patient" (it weakly agreed with "4. Acceptable with adult patient"), indicating a concern about vulnerability. It can be classified as "relatively utility and vulnerability concerned".

Men model B was unique in strongly agreeing with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactivedrug" and in strongly disagreeing with "35. Giving no description is acceptable", "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug", and "18. Acceptable if uninformed State covers cost". It also disagreed with "41. Acceptable if uninformed insurance covers cost". It can be classified as "relatively deception-concerned".

Men model C was unique in strongly disagreeing with "39. Acceptable with physician intent to please patient caring relative". It also strongly disagreed with "6. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient" and "32. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative", but strongly agreed with "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient". On the other hand, it equally strongly agreed with "10. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help", "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure", and "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug", and disagreed with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug", emphasizing intent over rightness of action. It can be classified as "relatively motives-concerned".

Men model D was unique in strongly agreeing with "5. Acceptable with physician intent to prove patient wrong" and "25. Acceptable with physician intent to please patient". Further, it also strongly agreed with "6. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient" and, strangely, it disagreed with "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" (a differentiating statement for this model), suggesting a strong disregard to underlying motives (or deranged perspective). On the other hand, it was unique in strongly agreeing with "22. Acceptable with uneducated patient" (justified as "should be available for everybody, especially uneducated", in post-sorting comments) and unique in strongly disagreeing with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug" (justified as "the patient would suffer", in post-sorting comments) and "10. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help" (justified as "it indicates that the doctor is not sure", in post-sorting comments), indicating emphasis on consequences over motives and rightness of action. It can be classified as "relatively pure consequentialist".

Men model E was rather difficult to interpret. It was unique in strongly disagreeing with "29. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit caring relative." The justification in post-sorting comments was that the physician should be concerned about benefiting the patient only. Consistently, it strongly disagreed with "30. Acceptable with small benefit to caring relative" and disagreed with "39. Acceptable with physician intent to please caring relative" and "7. Acceptable with small benefit to other patients". On the other hand, it strongly disagreed not only if there is large harm to other patients but also if there is moderate or small harm (statements 36, 20, and 3). This suggests a view that placebos should be given only to benefit the patient and only if there is no harm to others. In addition, model E strongly agreed with "14. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure" and "17. Acceptable to describe as active drug with delayed disclosure". Further, although it disagreed with "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug", it agreed with "35. Giving no description is acceptable" and was neutral with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug", suggesting an outright lying concern. Finally, although it was unique in strongly disagreeing with "11. Acceptable with economically disadvantaged patient", it also disagreed with "37. Acceptable with not economically disadvantaged patient", making it difficult to interpret. It can be classified as "relatively conditionally patient-centered and outright lying-concerned".

Finally, men model F was unique in strongly disagreeing with "22. Acceptable with uneducated patient" and "27. Acceptable with educated patient". This was justified as "education has nothing to do with it", in post-sorting comments. Interestingly, it also equally disagreed with "11. Acceptable with economically disadvantaged patient"and "37. Acceptable with not economically disadvantaged patient", indicating a view of disconnection between placebo treatment and socioeconomic status of patients. It strongly agreed with "10. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help", "14. Acceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure", and "23. Acceptable to describe as active drug". It agreed with "8. Acceptable with delayed disclosure without early description" and was rather negative with "19. Acceptable to describe as inactive drug", indicating that for this model beneficence takes precedence over honesty. It was also unique in strongly disagreeing with "34. Acceptable with moderate benefit to caring relative" and it strongly disagreed with "32. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative", "30. Acceptable with small benefit to caring relative", and "21. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit other patients", suggesting a focus on patient benefit. It can be classified as "relatively patient benefit-concerned".

### Association Between Ethical Attitude Models And Respondents Characteristics {#S0003-S2002-S3003}

In women, the number of Q-sorts that loaded on model A, B, C, D, E, or F only or with higher loading were 7, 13, 7, 32, 9, and 9, respectively (four were confounded and 20 did not have significant loading on any model). In men, the number of Q-sorts that loaded on model A, B, C, D, E, or F only or with higher loading were 11, 17, 16, 4, 9, and 5, respectively (two were confounded and 22 did not have significant loading on any model).

In women, there was a significant association between model type and major religious affiliations (Islam vs Christianity, *p*=0.009) and place of education (Saudi Arabia vs the Philippines, *p*=0.005) but not nationality (Saudi vs Filipinos, *p*=0.07) or occupation (healthcare-related vs non-healthcare-related, *p*=0.50). The majority of Q-sorts by Muslims (53%) loaded on model D, ie, "relatively common good-concerned" (compared to 23% of Q-sorts by Christians), and the majority of Q-sorts by Christians (27%) loaded on model B, ie, "relatively family and deception-concerned" (compared to 11% of Q-sorts by Muslims). The majority of Q-sorts by respondents who completed their general education in Saudi Arabia (54%) loaded on model D (compared to 19% by their counterpart), and the majority of Q-sorts by respondents who completed their general education in the Philippines (31%) loaded on model B (compared to 7% by their counterpart). Similarly, the majority of Q-sorts by Saudis (41%) loaded on model D, whereas 32% and 26% of Q-sorts by Filipinos loaded on model D and B, respectively. Finally, the majority of the Q-sorts by healthcare respondents (44%) and non-healthcare respondents (37%) loaded on model D. There was no significant association between ethical attitude models and mean age (*p*=0.93) or mean Q-sorting time (*p*=0.55).

In men, there was no significant association between model type and religious affiliations (*p*=0.17), place of education (*p*=0.40), nationality (*p*=0.45), or occupation (*p*=0.65). However, the majority of Q-sorts by Muslims (31%) loaded on model C, ie, "relatively motives concerned" (compared to 8% of Q-sorts by Christians), and the majority of Q-sorts by Christians (33%) loaded on model B, ie, "relatively deception-concerned" (compared to 27% of Q-sorts by Muslims). The majority of Q-sorts by respondents who completed their general education in Saudi Arabia loaded on model B or C (31% vs 29% and 31% vs 21% by their counterpart, respectively), and the majority of Q-sorts by respondents who completed their general education in the Philippines loaded on model A, ie, "relatively utility and vulnerability-concerned" or B (29% vs 10% and 29% vs 31% by their counterpart, respectively). Similarly, the majority of Q-sorts by Saudis (39%) loaded on model C (compared to 20% of Q-sorts by Filipinos), and the majority of Q-sorts by Filipinos loaded on model A (27% vs 13% of Q-sorts by Saudis) or model B (27% vs 22% of Q-sorts by Saudis). Finally, the majority of Q-sorts by healthcare respondents (38%) loaded on model B (compared to 25% of Q-sorts by non-healthcare respondents), and the majority of Q-sorts by non-healthcare respondents (27%) loaded on model C (compared to 19% of healthcare respondents). Again, there was no significant association between ethical attitude models and age (*p*=0.08) or Q-sorting time (*p*=0.77).

Using Ethical Principles Other Than The Four Principles Of Principlism {#S0003-S2003}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been argued that four principles, namely respect for autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice, are the only ethical principles required for ethical resolution of medical dilemmas (principlism).[@CIT0040]--[@CIT0042] We explored whether this applies to lay person and placebo treatment. [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} links the 42 statements to various ethical approaches, including those that are fundamental to the four principles (rights: respect for autonomy, consequentialism: beneficence and non-maleficence, and justice).

Two or more of nine intent-related statements received extreme ranks (model rank ˃7 or \<3) in 100% of the women and men models. In addition, one statement, "26. Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" received high extreme rank, and two statements, "15. Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent" and "32. Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative" received low extreme ranks on averaging-analysis, indicating the importance of motives (and a virtue approach) for at least some of our respondents.

In addition, although none of the three statements related to family benefit or familism (statements 30, 34, 42) received extreme ranks on averaging-analysis, one or more received high extreme rank in one women model (model B, "relatively family and deception-concerned") and one men model (model A, "relatively utility and vulnerability-concerned") and low extreme ranks in two men models (model E, "relatively conditionally patient-centered and outright lying-concerned" and model F, "relatively patient benefit-concerned").

Further, one or more of the six statements related to common good or communitarianism (statements 1, 7, and 16 related to other patients' benefit, and statements 3, 20, and 36 related to other patients' harm) received high extreme ranks in one women model (model D) and four men models (models A, B, C, and D) and low extreme ranks in five women models (models A, B, C, D, and F) and five men models (models A, B, C, D, and E). In addition, one statement (16) received high extreme rank and two statements (20 and 36) received low extreme ranks on averaging-analysis.

Averaging-Analysis Vs Q-Methodology {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------

Out of the 30 statements that had a neutral score on averaging-analysis (defined as mean ranking score ≥4 and ≤6, which excludes the five most agreeable and the seven most disagreeable statements), only six (20%) and five (17%) were neutral (defined as idealized score ≥3 and ≤7, which excludes the seven most agreeable and the seven most disagreeable statements) in all six women ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}) and all six men ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}) models, respectively.

On the other hand, out of the seven most agreeable and the seven most disagreeable statements for women's models A--F, 64%, 36%, 64%, 29%, 64%, and 57%, respectively, were neutral on averaging-analysis ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). The corresponding percentages for men's models A--F were 71%, 50%, 50%, 79%, 43%, and 64%, respectively ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, there was only one statement that was neutral on averaging-analysis and in all women and men models: "28. Acceptable if informed insurance covers cost".

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The aim of this study was to explore lay people ethical attitudes in regard to the acceptability of treating conditions that have no or inadequate therapy, by physician-prescribed placebos. We developed an instrument that covered various degrees of deception, benefits, and harms as well as various types of vulnerability, benefits, motives, and cost-bearing. Ipsative responses of a convenience sample of 101 women and 86 men were analyzed by averaging-analysis and, to explore the underlying thinking patterns, by Q-methodology.

Consequentialism Predominance {#S0004-S2001}
-----------------------------

Consequentialism is a set of ethical theories, according to which the morality of an act is determined by its consequences. We found that, on averaging-analysis, consequentialism was the predominant attitude. "Acceptable if benefit to patient large", "Acceptable if no harm to patient", "Acceptable with moderate benefit to patient", and "Acceptable with large benefit to other patients" were among the five most agreeable statements. This is consistent with the results of previous studies that, using different methodology and studying Western populations, showed acceptability of placebo treatment to patients and the general public,[@CIT0021],[@CIT0032],[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035] the philosophical approach used by some defenders of placebo treatment,[@CIT0024] the notion of good being more basic than the notion of right, and the precedence of "care/harm" as a psychological foundation of morality over other foundations.[@CIT0046]

Consequentialists differ according to who counts and which consequence is best. Our respondents focused on the patient, with benefit to patient being clearly more important than benefits to caring relatives or to other patients, so familism, communitarianism, and utilitarianism (defined as the greatest good for the greatest number) as forms of consequentialist attitudes were on average not prominent. However, Q-methodology analysis revealed that the relative weights given to the various consequences differed among the ethical attitude models. For example, in women, model B was relatively family-concerned, models D and F relatively common good-concerned, and model E relatively patient benefit-concerned. In men, model A was relatively utility-concerned, model D relatively pure consequentialist, model F relatively patient benefit-concerned, and model E relatively patient benefit-concerned provided there is no harm to other patients.

Respect To Autonomy And Attitude Toward Deception {#S0004-S2002}
-------------------------------------------------

On averaging-analysis, the most agreeable act-related statements was "Acceptable to describe as drug that may help" followed by "Acceptable to describe as drug that may help with delayed disclosure". Description as inactive drug, and giving no description or description as pharmacologically active drug with delayed disclosure were less acceptable (apparently because of reduced benefit), whereas description as pharmacologically active drug and giving no description were the least acceptable actions. The data are consistent with previous results[@CIT0032] and indicate that, for our respondents, the act itself is also important (although less important than its consequences), deception that creates false belief is worse than deception that negates or blocks true belief, and outright lying is different and worse than non-lying deception.

Deception is not a single construct. It can be achieved by equivocation, evasion, being economical with the truth, refraining from correcting a misunderstanding, or outright lying. The philosophical view that outright lying is morally worse than non-lying deception[@CIT0024],[@CIT0028] rather than morally equivalent[@CIT0029] argues that "to deceive", unlike "to lie", is a success-verb that gives the victim more chance to get things right, and that, in outright lying, the intend is not only to deceive but also to do so by lying, that crossing the lying--deception boundary by people who believe there is a boundary may have a negative moral effect on them,[@CIT0028] and that analogous to the distinction between killing and letting die, not-to deceive may not be as exceptionless as not-to-lie.[@CIT0047] Nevertheless, lying and deception may be scalar phenomena and may allow a number of intermediate states; they involve graded truth values (a statement may be only partly false) and graded beliefs (graded degree of confidence in the statement).[@CIT0025]

Some ethicists find deception permissible only "at either end of the scale of importance" (ie, crisis or triviality).[@CIT0027] For our respondents, the acceptability of placebo treatment was rather proportional to benefits' size.

It is to be noted that placebos could exert an effect without deception (open-label placebos), where positive expectations are induced by stating that placebos may have a powerful effect through mind-body self-healing processes. Although several studies have shown open-placebo effect,[@CIT0016],[@CIT0048]--[@CIT0051] they were restricted to subjective symptoms and may have suffered from selection bias,[@CIT0052] and it is not known whether open-label placebos are as powerful as concealed placebos. In addition, beneficial outcomes could be induced without deception by changing patients mindsets and general expectations about health and illness (to expect the best outcome, diseases are curable, etc) rather than specific expectation from a specific intervention.[@CIT0053] Open-label placebos and changing general expectations were not addressed in our study.

It is not clear whether the different attitude to non-lying deception vs outright lying reflects a more general view about deception/lying, is specific to patient-physician relationship, or even specific to placebo treatment. The patient\'s right not to be deceived is a negative (liberty) right and thus theoretically has stronger moral weight than the positive (welfare) right of beneficence, and duty of care implies a duty to maintain trust. However, it may be that in the patient--physician relationship, trust is more related to "work in my interest" than to "tell me the whole truth", in a way similar to the relationship between a conjuror and audience, where there is a welcome acceptance of deception. Compared to not disclosing bad news, placebo treatment does not imply disrespect to patients as incapable of understanding and controlling their situation. Further, it has been argued that even deontological arguments against deception may not preclude placebo treatment, because disclosing that placebos are pharmacologically inert is incidental information that does not increase "informedness" but could decrease it if the patient is in "the grip of a false picture" that placebos are inactive.[@CIT0020]

Paternalism implies interference with another person, against their will, for their benefit (and potentially for the benefit of their long-run autonomy). In weak paternalism, it is legitimate to interfere with the means individuals choose to achieve their ends, if their means are likely to defeat their ends (rather than interfering to prevent them from achieving their ends). In pure paternalism, the person being benefited is identical to the person being interfered with. It appears that the attitude of our respondents toward placebo treatment was, in general, consistent with accepting weak, pure, medical paternalism. Nevertheless, Q-methodology revealed different attitudes in this regard. For example, women model B and men model B were deception-concerned compared to women models C and F and men model E, which were only outright lying-concerned. Further, impure paternalism was acceptable to some of our respondents; women models B and D accepted to prescribe placebo treatment to a patient in order to benefit the patient's caring relatives or other patients, respectively (in contrast to women model E and men model F).

Finally, part of respect to autonomy is protection of vulnerable subjects, such as children and uneducated patients. In the current study, acceptability of placebo treatment was, on average, higher for educated and adult (and to some degree for not economically disadvantaged) patients compared to their counterparts, and Q-methodology showed that two of the 12 models were vulnerability-concerned (women model E and men model A). A focus group study of patients' views showed that placebo treatment is acceptable if the recipient is a child.[@CIT0012]

Motives And Adequacy Of Principlism {#S0004-S2003}
-----------------------------------

Advocates of principlism have argued that four principles (respect for autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice) are sufficient for unversalisable normative morality[@CIT0040],[@CIT0042] and that although virtue ethics is important to instantiate and sustain the four principles in real life,[@CIT0040] motives and emotional and personal factors are not part of moral decision-making. Our empirical data show that motives were very important in judging the acceptability of placebo treatment. The mean rank of "Acceptable with physician intent to benefit patient" was second only to "Acceptable if benefit to patient large", whereas "Acceptable with physician self-benefit intent" and "Acceptable with physician intent to get rid of patient insisting relative" received the lowest and fourth lowest ranks. Further, two or more of the nine intent-related statements received extreme rank in 100% of women and men models and Q-methodology was able to identify two motives-concerned models (women model A and men model C). This is consistent with the finding that for common people, judgments of wrongness/permissibility of an action rely in part on the mental state (intend=belief+desire) of the agent.[@CIT0054] In the same vein, since the 4th century, medical oaths and codes of practice have committed to virtuous behavior.[@CIT0055]

The two motives-concerned models, within the overall picture of consequentialist orientation, are consistent with a version of utilitarianism that takes into account only intended consequences of actions. Interestingly, the majority of Muslim men loaded on the motives-concerned model; consistent with the view that Islam is a special consequentialist moral doctrine where motives are not irrelevant to the consequences (I call the motives to be the deed). However, this was not true for Muslim women.

One or more of three statements related to family benefit received high extreme ranks in two of the 12 women and men models, and one women model was classified by Q-methodology as family-concerned. Further, one or more of the six statements related to the common good received high extreme ranks in five of the 12 models, and Q-methodology classified two of the women models (models D and F) as common good-concerned. Together, the data suggest that, when it comes to lay people\'s moral attitude to placebo treatment, principlism is inadequate, and virtue, familism, and communitarianism may be important perspectives.

Ethical Attitude To Placebo Treatment Is Associated With Respondents' Demographics {#S0004-S2004}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We noted the following associations. First, healthcare respondents, on average, put more weight on moderate benefit to the patient than their counterparts, and the majority of healthcare men loaded on a deception-concerned model, whereas the majority of non-healthcare men loaded on a motives-concerned model. This may be related to codes of medical practice,[@CIT0009] and is consistent with the observation that patients appear to accept a paternalistic approach more than physicians.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0035] Second, compared to Christians, Muslims, on average, put more weight on patient benefit, intent to benefit patient, and harm to other patients, and less weight on honesty and intent to please the patient's caring relative. Consistently, the majority of Christian (and Filipino and Philippines-educated) women loaded on a family and deception-concerned model, the majority of Muslim (and Saudi and Saudi-educated) women loaded on a common good-concerned model, the majority of Christian (and Filipino) men loaded on a deception-concerned model, and the majority of Muslim (and Saudi) men loaded on a motives-concerned model.

The causes underlying the observed associations are likely multifactorial. People may hold the same values at different hierarchy, due in part to what values they were told to pay more attention to by families/friends. Alternatively, it may be due to analogical reasoning, where paradigm cases rather than ethical principles are the main sources of decision-making[@CIT0042] or to the fact that attitudes may be based on moral intuition rather than moral reasoning.[@CIT0056]

Advantage Of Q-Methodology Over Averaging-Analysis {#S0004-S2005}
--------------------------------------------------

Averaging-analysis tends to have a depersonalizing effect, which is avoided in Q-methodology.[@CIT0036]--[@CIT0039] This was apparent in the current study. Out of 30 statements that had neutral ranks on averaging-analysis, only 20% and 17% were neutral in all six women and all six men models, respectively. Further, out of the seven most agreeable and the seven most disagreeable statements for women or men models, 29% to 79% were neutral on averaging-analysis. Moreover, several of the attitude models that were revealed by Q-methodology would have been difficult to suspect looking only at averaging-analysis data.

Study Strengths And Limitations {#S0005}
===============================

This study has several methodological strengths, including the use of ipsative scores to minimize the tendency to respond in a general way, a shuffled set of statements to minimize the tendency to respond on basis other than items' content (for example, due to the order effect or moral credentialing bias), and forced-distribution ranking to offset the tendency to attribute maximum importance to a large number of statements, assertiveness effect seen in complete rank-ordering, and categorizing proclivity seen in dichotomization.

The study has several limitations. First, the results may not be generalizable since a convenience sampling was used and only educated and committed individuals were recruited. Second, although responses to hypothetical scenarios likely reflect society's internalized norms and beliefs, they may not be accurate predictors of real-life responses. Third, our Q-set did not cover all statements potentially relevant to placebo treatment. For example, we did not address open-label placebos, placebo treatment when pharmacologically active interventions are available and adequately effective, or the difference between pure and impure placebos. Fourth, although we provided our respondents with a clear explanation of placebos, they may have had variable or different understanding of the concept. Furthermore, respondents could have understood some of the statements differently. Fifth, the study was designed to explore the attitude toward the acceptability of placebo use in general; it did not specify whether it is from a prescriber, patient, or a third party point of view. Sixth, since Q-methodology is typically exploratory and not exhaustive, it is likely that there are other than the study-identified models, and the prevalence of the identified models among the larger population cannot be inferred from the study. Finally, there was some overlap among the identified models; a higher discrimination power would have been obtained by having more than nine sorting categories; however, this would be associated with more randomness in response.

Conclusions {#S0006}
===========

Our data support four main conclusions. First, on averaging-analysis, patient's beneficence and physician's intent were more important than absence of deception. Second, it appears that in the setting of patient--physician relationship and placebo treatment, non-lying deception and outright lying are not on the same footing, and "information management" may be acceptable. A modified consequentialist perspective that takes into consideration intentions and the manner in which beneficial results are obtained seems to be preferred by most of our respondents. This raises a challenge to the prevailing formal convention against all deception in medical practice. Third, Q-methodology identified various ethical attitude models that were mostly multi-principled, partly associated with respondents' demographics, and partly concealed in averaging-analysis. This indicates that lay people differ in how they balance the various ethical interests to reach individual points of ethical equilibrium, and that a one-size-fits-all approach may not be applicable in this context. Fourth, the four principles of principlism may not be adequate when it comes to characterizing lay people\'s attitude to placebo treatment.

The placebo effect contributes importantly to the success of both pharmacologically active and pharmacologically inactive interventions. The ways of ethical reasoning explored in the current study could be used to identify individuals who would accept placebo treatment and to improve the acceptability of placebo treatment for individuals who would not.
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[^2]: **Notes:** Date represent idealized scores of the 42 placebo treatment-related statements, for each of the six program-generated model Q-sorts. The statements were assigned random numbers. "n" Denotes neutral statement on averaging-analysis (ie, mean ranking score ≥4 and ≤6). For full description of the statements, see [[Supplementary File 1]{.ul}](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=216565.pdf), Q-set Statements. \*Consensus and \*\*Differentiating statements on Q-methodology analysis.
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